A simple and general law of mass, intrinsically with zero freely-adaptable parameters, is shown to be valid for all the hadrons with one or more flavored (s,ּ c,ּ orּ b) quarks/antiquarks, both baryons and mesons. It establishes correspondencesּ Hּ ⇒ּ {P i } between these hadrons with at least one flavored constituent, H, and specific sets of lighter particles, {P i }, in which the total baryon and lepton numbers are conserved. The law is polynomial with a varying degreeּ that univocally depends only on the particles involved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the increasing complexity of phenomena emerging in the various areas of science at deeper levels, nature sometimes appears to obey unexpectedly simple and elegant laws.
Generally, a new law of nature seems to follow no logical necessity. Its statement may be completely unforeseen: initially guessed, it is then checked by the level of agreement with experimental data. Usually, only the pragmatic assumption that nature can be simple is the leading motivation behind any search for such laws.
On this basis, we have found that the masses of hadrons obey a simple relationshipּ [1, 2, 3] . Our rule differs from a typical mass formula in that it consists of a condition on the masses which is only necessary. Thus, it appears to describe an unsuspected new property of hadron mass, fortuitously representable in the form of a law.
The law is polynomial, essentially with no freely-adaptable parameter: only observed masses are involved. It concerns all hadrons, which are partitioned into two different roles depending on their quark contents: flavored or unflavored. According to this law, the masses of the hadrons with one or more flavored constituents, namely strange (s), charm (c), or bottom (b) quarks, and/or their respective antiquarks, may only take on their values within a certain set of permitted values, which are fixed by the masses of lighter particles.
Such a pre-discretization of mass then represents the way in which our rule would take part in the generation of the mass spectrum of these hadrons. The masses of the remaining hadrons, i.e. those with exclusively unflavored constituents, namely upּ (u) and downּ (d) quarks/antiquarks, such as the proton and pion, are, together with the masses of leptons, the independent values in the rule, i.e. the starting data. The wide and complete validity of the rule, for both mesons and baryons, suggests that it may originate from a physical cause. 
II. NEW LAW OF MASS

A. Definition
such that the value βּ =ּ β H for which
also satisfies
where
(defined for -1ּ ≤ּ βּ <ּ 1); S n+1 is a definite partial sum of this binomial series, i.e. the sum of its first nּ +ּ 1 terms, with n univocally depending only on the particles involved; and
i.e. the masses m(⋅) of H and P i are re-expressed adimensionally as M(⋅) in units of the mass of h 0 . This h 0 is a baryon or meson according to H,
and
In Eq.ּ (1), the total baryon and lepton numbers and the total electric charge, between H and {P i }, are conserved. The types considered of these correspondences (which include cases formally analogous to those produced by hadronic, radiative or semileptonic decays with the minimum number of final hadrons) are H ⇒    P 1 P 2 ּ ּ ּ ּ ּ ּ ּ generally,ּ whereּ theּ P i ּ areּ lighterּ hadronsּ withּ anyּ kindּ ofּ quarks P 1 (γ)ּ ּ ּ ּ ּ ּ ּ onlyּ forּ theּ sameּ quarkּ contentּ ofּ Hּ andּ P 1
with L(P)ּ ≤ּ L(H) (note that P 0 contains only unflavored constituents). The value of n for the (n+1)th partial sum of our power series, in Eq.ּ (3), is determined by H, P i and h 0
ּּ where n min is the minimum integer for which
with (βּ =) 1ּ -ּ ε being a test-value very close to one (where these partial sums approach their upper bounds), let be εּ =ּ a⋅exp[−bּ (n min +ּ 1)M 2 (H)] with a = 2.97⋅10 -3 and bּ =ּ 3⋅10 -5 (note that for β H ּ <~ּ 0.99 it will be εּּ a ּ for all n min of interest).
The precise values to be used for the masses of the hadrons H and P i in Eqs.ּ (2)ּ andּ (3) are the average values of the masses of those isospin states of them that intervene in the various charge-conserving variants of the same instance of correspondenceּ (1). On the right-hand side of Eq.ּ (8), we consistently have the largest value of the total mass of each {P i } (depending on the permitted isospin states of the hadrons involved). We specify that for the value of m(h 0 ) in Eq.ּ (5) in the cases of the nucleon and pion we take the mass of the proton (p) and the neutral pion (π 0 ), i.e. the lowest-lying baryon and meson, respectively. Finally, for the hadronsּ H with excitations of a radial type, the relative quantum numbersּ N follow: N(h 0 )ּ ≤ּ N(H) and
N(P)ּ ≤ּ N(H).
This law of mass can be summarized as:
Statement:
, where {P i } is found to satisfy Eq.ּ (6), and n to obey Eqs.ּ (7) and (8), i.e. n is univocally determinable a priori, independently of Eq.ּ (3), as a function of the content of flavored quarks/antiquarks of H and of the magnitude of the total mass of particles P i in units of m(h 0 ).
B. The rule re-written as a polynomial law
Our law of mass can be expressed equivalently in the form of a polynomial law of a varying degree, as follows: for each H there exist {P i } and h 0 such that
is satisfied, where
is the polynomial function of degreeּ n in the dimensionless variable M -2 (H), with
into Eq.ּ (3). Degreeּ n is fixed aּ priori by Eqs.ּ (7) and (8), with Q n min (ε) replacing the left-hand side in Eq.ּ (8) . The mass scale M is set by h 0 through Eq.ּ (5).
Conversely, property
of polynomialsּ (11) makes it possible to re-transform this alternative formulation of the law, Eq.ּ (10), into Eqs.ּ (2)ּ andּ (3).
C. A more detailed criterion for n
Although it is not essential for the complete validity of the rule, we wish to take into account a minor variant of the criterion that establishes the value ofּ n in Eq.ּ (7), exclusively for values of β H very close to one, i.e. 0.99ּ <~ּ β H ּ <ּ 1. Specifically, for holds for any quark content of H, replacing the specialized Eq.ּ (7). The few cases falling under this additional condition will be identified.
D. Comments and specifications
In its definition, our rule has essentially zero freely-adaptable parameters. This is strictly true for the whole sector of known baryons. Note that β H ּ is a simple representation of the experimental mass of H, according to Eq.ּ (12). Only in the choice of the small ε forming the test-value of βּ =ּ 1ּ -ּ ε (≈ּ 1) in Eq.ּ (8) , is there a certain, though low, level of arbitrariness. However, this may generally have a just slight effect on the determination ofּ n only for quite high values (i.e., for some mesons, when also β H ּ ≈ּ 1).
In almost all cases, we will haveּ 0ּ <ּ β H ּ <ּ 1, and accordingly m(H)ּ >ּ m(h 0 ).
The permitted negative values of β H ּ (i.e.ּ -1ּ ≤ּ β H ּ <ּ 0) make it possible to cover the rare cases of the hadronsּ H which are lighter than any possible reference hadronּ h 0 with the In defining Eq.ּ (6), we referred in passing to our correspondences Hּ ⇒ּ {P i } as including the formal analogues of decays of hadronsּ H only because this representation rapidly conveys some correct information about the kinds of correspondences permitted in the rule. Therefore, the involvement of the masslessּ γ as well as the neutrinos is purely nominal in this context. Our rule would be consistent with the limitation to the correspondences of typeּ (6) which, apart from non-massive particles, may formally be obtained through one or more steps of possible decays. However, to be specific, only the conservation of the baryon number and electric charge is strictly imposed on Eq.ּ (1). In this following, we will accept any correspondenceּ (1) which satisfies these conditions, under the restriction that {P i } represents two terms, P 1 and P 2 , of which at least one is always a hadron and the other, when it is not a hadron itself, may be, in accordance with the cases described by Eq.ּ (6), either an essentially massless term or a term characterized by the mass of the muon. For example, given Σ 0 ּ ⇒ּ Λγ, we may consider Σ 0 ּ ⇒ּ Λe + e − as substantially equivalent; and hence Σ ± ּ ⇒ּ Λe ± ν.
In the application of the criterion of assignment of n, Eq.ּ (7), to the particular case of the mixed states (uu − ,ּ dd − ,ּ s s − ), we may consistently expect nּ = n min or n min +ּ 1 depending on whether the percentage of the amount of ss − content is less than or greater than a certain threshold in between fifty and a hundred per cent. We will assign nּ =ּ n min to mesons η(548) and η'(958), as well as to f o (980), and nּ =ּ n min +ּ 1 to the almost pure ss -states, such as φ(1020) and f 2 '(1525). For certain Iּ =ּ 0 mesons, the percentage content of their strange constituents is a controversial matter. For the η states with masses above 1ּ GeV, we will take nּ =ּ n min +ּ 1.
Finally, note that the (n+1)th partial sums in Eq.ּ (3), S n+1 (β H ), are represented, in their respective domains implicitly given by Eqs.ּ (7) and (8), by polynomialּ curves whose effective orders range from the first to, at most, the third, irrespective of the value, even if high, ofּ n. In fact, when expressed in powers of 1-β H , they become
where any terms of a higher degree than the third can always be neglected for our purposes 
III. AGREEMENT WITH THE DATA
All the known baryons and mesons with one or more flavored constituents, i.e.
hadronsּ H, are found to satisfy our law, Eqs.ּ (2) and (3) Because of the experimental uncertainties, it should be realized that a reference hadron h 0 whose mass is not known with great accuracy may introduce a small margin of choice. Clearly, in the important cases of the highly accurate reference masses of the proton and π 0 such an arbitrariness is reduced to zero. Moreover, for relatively low values ofּ β, the exact determination of a reference mass inside its uncertainty interval is not crucial. Therefore, the rule does not rely essentially on any adjustable parameter. 
IV. SIDE CONSIDERATIONS
A. Probability of fitting the data by chance alone
The combinations of particles P i permitted by Eq.ּ (6), when used as inputs in Eq.ּ (10), yield solutions which include the mass spectrum of the hadrons H as a subset. An estimation of how likely a full agreement would be between our rule and the data if it were to occur only by chance, to the same accuracy as our fit, for the well-established Lּ =ּ 0 ground-state hadronsּ H alone, with h 0 ּ =ּ π 0 /ρ for mesons and h 0 ּ =ּ p for baryons, gives a probability of less thanּ 10 -16 . Although this probability is ideal, in that it has been calculated by replacing the outputs of the rule with as many random outcomes that have a uniform distribution, nevertheless it is clearly indicative of our case. Such an extremely small value for the probability of fitting the data accidentally in our rule indirectly supports the conjecture that it may have a physical nature.
B. Counts of coincidences for fictitious reference masses
By a computer analysis, we directly checked that the masses of the proton, pion and ρ(770), in their role as Lּ =ּ 0 reference hadronsּ h 0 , are really special values for the rule, in that they produce sharp peaks in the number of the Lּ =ּ 0 hadronsּ H that satisfy correspondences Hּ ⇒ּ {P i } in Eq.ּ (10), against the number of accidental coincidences obtained by taking any other, arbitrary value as a (fictitious) trial reference mass (see Fig.ּ 3) . For the mesons, the test was made when the available experimental data were those ofּ [8] , which however, for our purposes, are essentially equivalent to the present data ofּ [4] (used for baryons). The hadrons taken as P i were ground-state hadrons. 
C. Generative criterion of mass spectra of
Lּ =ּ 0 ground-state hadronsּ H
Our law consists of a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a given value to be the mass of a hadronּ H. Therefore, it cannot be seen as a typical mass formula which reproduces a certain spectrum by itself. However, in order to provide a qualitative evaluation of which part the rule appears to take in the formation of the mass spectrum of the hadrons with at least one flavored constituent, we have found that, for example, in the important case of the known ground-state J PC ּ =ּ 0 -+ , 1 --mesonsּ H and J P ּ =ּ 1 2 + baryonsּ H, by adding a few fair constraints of an essentially topological character to this law of hadron mass, we can generate the masses correctly.
The generative criterion of these masses can be described through a process of growth of directed graphs, the rooted trees shown in Fig.ּ 
. We see that the contributions to the weight assigned to a vertexּ H come from the edges in the chain connecting it to the root.
The starting data are the masses of the Lּ =ּ 0 ground-state hadrons with only unflavored constituents (namely π, ρ, ω, N and ∆), and the masses of the leptons (essentially, the µ). The hadronsּ H generated as new vertices may be re-used as P i , i.e. This adjunctive criterion simply shows how a small set of essentially not quantitative constraints may be sufficient, in many significant cases, to correctly select the masses of the hadrons with at least one flavored constituent from the set of the values which are pre-determined by our law, Eq.ּ (9), as their possible candidates. In other words, it is as though these constraints were a "measure" of how much information our law would need (by its nature of being an only necessary condition on the masses) in order to reproduce the mass spectrum of these hadronsּ H properly.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that it is possible to define a rule, essentially with zero freely-adaptable parameters, which maps all the observed hadrons with at least one flavored constituent, H, onto specific sets of lighter particles, i.e. Hּ ⇒ּ {P i }, Eq.ּ (6), under the condition that the total baryon and lepton numbers and the total electric charge are conserved. With each of these correspondences, a specific reference hadronּ h 0 is associated containing only unflavored constituents, such as the proton or pion, which fixes the mass scale M,
The rule asserts that if the mass value of a hadron H is set equal to the sum of the binomial series
, then a definite partial sum of this power series must equal the total mass of certain lighter particles P i ; i.e., the rule consists of mapping (2) . Alternatively, by combining together these two equations, which separately involve the partial and total sums of the series, the rule can be expressed equivalently as a polynomial law of a varying degreeּ n, between the inverse-square of the mass of H and the total mass of theּ P i , namely:
Eq.ּ (5); where the coefficients of polynomial functionּ Q n , Eq.ּ (11), are determined as being the first nּ +ּ 1 coefficients of our binomial series. Degreeּ n (or, equivalently, the point of truncation of the series) is a function of the tripleּ (H, {P i }, h 0 ): specifically, n is jointly and univocally fixed by the content of flavored quarks/antiquarks of H, Eq.ּ (7), and by the magnitude of the total mass of particles P i in units of m(h 0 ), Eq.ּ (8). We thus have a family of polynomial functions of which only one is selected aּ priori in order to satisfy each given correspondence Hּ ⇒ּ {P i }. Although n can be large, our polynomials are represented in their domains by curves whose effective orders only reach, at most, the third one [see Eq.ּ (15)].
While the latter formulation of the law, given in terms of a single polynomial equation, is more concise and usual, the former formulation has the interesting property that all the masses are treated on the same footing, i.e. also the mass of H, Eq.ּ (2), like those of the P i , Eq.ּ (3), is included in a linear term. According to this form of the law, the hadrons with strange, charmed or bottom constituents appear to be endowed with an unsuspected new property by which specific fractions of their masses would be constrained to correspond in value to the total masses of certain lighter particles.
The rule expresses a necessary condition on mass, thus implying a prohibition: the values that do not satisfy this condition, Eq.ּ (10), are forbidden as mass values for the hadrons with at least one flavored (Iּ =ּ 0) constituent. It has predictive capabilities: for example, as a partial recapitulation, the mass of meson K is determined by (the mass of) the π; the mass of η by the π and µ; the mass of η' by the π and ρ; the mass of baryon Λ by the N and π; the mass of Σ by the Λ; the mass of Ξ by the Λ and π; the mass of Ω by the Λ and K; the mass of Λ c by the Σ and π; and so on. In general, for any mass interval expected to contain hadrons with one or more flavored constituents, the rule determines certain values which would be the only possible candidates for those masses. Thus, the whole mass spectrum of such hadrons would be "pre-discretized": their masses are a subset of the values permitted a priori by the rule on the basis of the masses of lighter particles.
The law is in very good agreement with the experimental data, without exceptions. The high number of its accurate solutions can be regarded as a very sound guarantee against chance, i.e. in favor of the conjecture that it may actually reveal physical regularities of the hadron mass spectrum. Table Captions   TABLE I Eqs.ּ (7) and (8) . All the experimental points are well arranged along their appropriate curves, i.e. they satisfy Eq.ּ (10) with a very good approximation. 
